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Federal programs have provided widespread direct support, but have not been
sufficient to support businesses through the prolonged economic slowdown
PPP/EIDL

Recovery Loans

Loan size

Tied to certain expenses; very limited
for the smallest businesses

Tied to revenue from any three to
six-month period from January 2019 to
March 2020

Use of
proceeds

Tied to spending on certain expenses

Flexible working capital

Reach +
eligibility

Unavailable to many businesses that exist
outside of the banking system; immigration
status, criminal history can affect eligibility

Outreach through local, community-based
networks; broad eligibility standards based
on FTE and revenue size

Lenders

Mostly large and regional banks; CDFIs have
participated but with limited liquidity available

Non-profit community development
loan funds
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This program provides a supportive ecosystem around local community
lenders so they can lean into the economic recovery
Loans, investments
& grants…

…centralized
and tailored…

…distributed through
local partners…

…to the organizations
that need it most

Washington Recovery Fund
Capital
Banks
C2C
Technology
Platform
Foundations

Technical
assistance
Corporates

National Partners

Community based
lenders / CDFIs

Local small businesses and nonprofits affected
by COVID-19
Small Businesses under $3 million in annual
revenue with less than 50 employees.
Represents 96% of Washington’s business
establishments.
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CDFIs are community lenders who reach small businesses that the banks
can’t reach
Since its birth, the CDFI industry had
invested $35 billion across the country
creating or preserving 1.5 million units
of housing, supporting 120,000
businesses and microenterprises,
and supported nearly 10,000
community service organizations

On average, 75 percent of CDFI
clients are low-income,
52 percent are owned or run by
people of color and 48 percent
are owned or run by women

The CDFIs’ annual loss rates over
this 20-year period were on par with
FDIC insured institutions with a
cumulative net loan loss rate of just
1.5 percent

CDFI lending grew in the wake
of the Great Recession while
conventional banks massively
contracted, with loan balances
declining by as much as
16 percent

Note: Results of a 20-year study of the industry published by the Opportunity Finance Network published in 2015
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Participating lenders
have decades of
experience in
serving Indigenous,
rural, and immigrant
communities and
communities of color
across Washington
NDC has EDA funding for lending
anywhere in Washington State.

Could involve more CDFIs in the future
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The loan product is tailored to meet the credit needs of small businesses
throughout the recovery
Loan Terms

Interest rate

Repayment
term

60-month term

60-month term

 4.00% fixed interest
for small businesses

 0-12 months: interest
only

 3.00% fixed interest
for non-profits

 13 to 60 months:
interest and principal

72-month term

72-month term

 4.50% fixed interest
for small businesses

 0-12 months: interest
only

 3.50% fixed interest
for non-profits

 13 to 72 months:
interest and principal

Use of
proceeds
Working capital including
payroll, operating and
emergency
maintenance, utilities,
rent, supplies, etc.

Recourse

Fees

No collateral required; a
blanket lien on assets
and personal guarantee
may be required at the
discretion of the CDFI
originator

No upfront fees

Loan amount
Lesser of (a) $150,000
or (b) 6 months
revenue prior to the
COVID-19 outbreak

• SBA EIDL figures for
Washington State
67,555 loans
Average = $60,818
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Small business owners access the program through a simple, easy portal that
matches them with a local community lender

Platform organizes borrower
by location so NDC can direct
funds solely to businesses
in jurisdictions and provide
robust data reporting!
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Small Business Flex Fund
Current Metrics
As of July20, 2021
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Small Business Flex Fund
Current Metrics – Applicant Diversity
As of July 20, 2021
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Local business assistance organizations are available to help borrowers get
application and credit ready
The Fund connects local
community lenders with a
network of business advisory
services to support the full
small business ecosystem in
Washington.
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https://smallbusinessflexfund.org/apply-now/
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